INSTRUCTIONS FOR *MONEY TAXI GAME for SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
This is a single player or a single team game. When playing as a single team, the Instructor acts as the “Host” and the
participants play as one team.
How to play:
1. Click “Start Game” to start playing. OR Click “Icebreaker” if you are facilitating a group and need an
Icebreaker. When everyone in the group has had a chance to talk, click on “Start Game”.
2. After the animated Introduction slide featuring school buses from all across the country is complete, the Rules
screen will appear.
a. The game objective is to reach the Empire State Building by answering 12 questions correctly.
b. You or your group play for higher and higher prize dollars as you answer questions correctly.
c. If you answer a question incorrectly, your taxi does not advance and you or your team receives an X.
d. Three incorrect answers (X’s) and the game is over.
3. After the Rules screen, you will be taken to the HOME screen.
HOME SCREEN

Once you get to the HOME screen:
1. Click on a RED BUTTON across the top to reveal a question.
a. There is an optional 30 second timer (top right corner of slide) available to help keep the game moving if
you are playing in a group.
2. Click on the answer.
a. If the answer is WRONG – click on the HOME button and click WRONG. Your taxi will not move and
you will get 1 strike.
b. If the answer is CORRECT – click on the HOME button and click CORRECT. Your taxi will move one
stop.
3. Need help answering a question? Click on the INFO button at the bottom of the screen before or after choosing
an answer to the question.
4. If you make it all the way to the Empire State Building before getting 3 X’s, then press the FINALE button. You
won!

* No monetary awards will be given. Reference to money is for scoring purposes only.
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